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18 FLAT-PANEL OISPLAYS AND CRTs

1.5 CLASSIFICATION NOMENCLATURE

In any field of endeavor, it is desirable to use
standard classification nomenclature. In the
display industry, there has been a rush to form
new acronyms. Without denying inventors the
right to name their new display, a standard
generic classification of displays can be used.
The outline for such a classification is shown in
Table l-3. The table lists the key words which
can be used to categorize any display device. As
an example of the use of this scheme, one of
the first liquid-crystal displays is classified as:

e Phenomenon: Liquid crystallinity (LC)
o Material: MBBA and EBBA with dopant
o Contrast: Dynamic scattering with back

lighting
o Addressing: Direct with ac refresh
o Application: Numeric

This generic classification could be reduced
to key words to describe display devices in
technical reports, papers, and dissertations.

Table 1-3 Generic Classification for
Flat-Panel Displays

Phenomenon The primary physical phenomenon
used to create a particular visual
effect. Examples: liquid crystal-
linity, electrophoresis, light-
emittine diodes.

Material The chemical name and physical
state of the display material. Ex-
amples: Mn activated ZnS thin-
film phosphor, doped MBBA/
EBBA.

The electrically alterable medium
used to create contrast between
picture elements. Examples: bi-
refringence, absorption, green
luminance on ablack background.

The method for controlling an iuray
of picture elements. Examples:
direct, scan, grid shift, or matdx
addressing, with memory or re-
fresh, ac or dc. intrinsic or
extrinsic.

Contrast

Addressing

Application The display category most suited.
Examples: analog, alphanumeric,
vectorgraphic, or video.

If an acronym is needed in the paper, the phe-
nomenon need only be abbreviated, such as
LED for light-emitting diode, LC for liquid
crystallinity, or GD for gas discharge. The
reader has been informed of the other features
such as ac or dc, memory or refresh, thin film
or powder. Trademarks could be used in place
of the abbreviations where it is necessary to
refer to specific manufacturer's product or
approach.

Further, it makes for easier reading if the
letter "D" for display is left out of the acronym.
It is easier to read "The EL display uses less
power . . ." than "The ELD uses lesspower. . ."
and there is more information in "an EL dis-
play" to assist the unfamiliar reader. Addi
tionally, the acronym can be used as an adjec-
tive, such as in EL powder, EL light, etc.

1 .6  P ICTURE ELEMENT OR P IXEL

The basic building block for all displays is the
picture element as shown in Fig. l-10. The
noun "pixel" is formed from the contraction
of "picture element" and is almost universally
used in its place. The pixel is the smallest re-
solvable spatial-information element as seen by
the viewer. There is no spatial information in a
display below the resolution of the pixel area.

Some authors, particularly in the word-pro-
cessing industry use the contraction "pel." By
consensus, "pixel" is preferred. Pixel has been
directly translated into French, German, Japa-
nese, and other languages with the same meaning.

The pixel may be further subdivided to
achieve color (see Fig. 1-l l) or gray shades
(Fig. l-12). The key point is that the pixel is
the lowest resolvable spatial incremental quan-
tum. The other display dimensions of hue
(color), saturation (color purity), luminance
(gray shades), and time are all independent of
the spatial dimension.

As an example of pixel subdivision, color is
often achieved using three dots per pixel, one
red, one green, and one blue within the spatial
area. A clever geometric arrangement can be
used with matrix-addressed displays, as depicted
in Fig. l-1lb. Neighboring pixels can share
color dots if properly programmed. In this case,
the active area is much larger than the pixel
spatial area.
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Several resolution lines in the rows or col-
Jmns or both can be used for gray shades. For
:xample, the intersection of two row and two
;olumn electric leads in matrix addressing can
:e used to define a single pixel. The pixel is
:hen made up of four dots, and the excitation
oi different numbers of dots can be used for
gray shades. In Fig. 1-12 the dots are of dif-
:erent size so that fairly uniformstepsof sixteen
gray shades can be portrayed using all combina-
:ions of the four dots.

The pixel spatial dimensions can be defined
11' their pitch. The resolution is the reciprocal
of pitch and is quoted as display lines per inch
or millimeter. Display lines do not have spaces

Pixel  Column Lines

l 2

Convent ional  Pixel  Subdiv is ion
for  Three-Color  D isplay
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Co lumns

in the sense that optical lines have spaces. For
example, it takes a minimum of two display
lines to represent an optical line and its space.
An optical line space is represented by a display
line turned off.

To display 20 optical lines per inch, for ex-
ample, requires 40 display lines (TV lines) times
the Kell factor of 1.4 for a total of 56 display
lines per inch. The Kell factor is used to deter-
mine the number of TV raster lines needed to
reproduce a resolution test chart. Other meth-
ods are used today, as discussed in Chap. 4.

The active area may be less than the pixel
area, as shown in Fig. l-10. The checkerboard
pattern in Fig. l-10 is useful as a test pattern

P ixe l  Co lumn  L ines

2 3

P  i xe l
Spatial Area P.,, p, 

"

(b)  Shared Pixel  Subdiv is ion For lv lore Ef{ ic ient
Act ive Area at  Higher Resolut ion

Y3

t s x "
cc

Pixe l  ac t i ve  a rea  Of f -p ixe l  On-p ixe l  Inac t ive  area

Fig. l-10. Nomenclature of a flat-panel display pixel array,
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Fig. l-12. Pixel subdivision for gray shades.

for measuring contrast ratio between on-pixel .
and off-pixel. Using this test pattern would lead .
to a conservative measure of contrast ratio, since
each off-pixel is surrounded by on-pixels which .
can indirectly contribute to the brightness of
the off-pixel by light piping or scattering. Studies .
have shown that the readability of an emissive
display is not adversely affected with pixel- .
active areas as low as 5O% or less. Diffusers can
be used to spread out the pixel luminance to fill .
the pixel spatial area. .

X Area turned on

(b) Gray Shade Table

Resolution: 64 lines/in.
Pixel contrast ratio: 10:1 (over a wide
ambient illumination range)
Directionality: Lambertian over 60-deg
cone from normal
Operating temperature range: - 40oC to
g0"c
Life (maintenance): Memory-106 cycles

Refresh-104 hours
Dwell time: 20 trlsec
Power (less than 25 W total): 0.1 mW per
pixel
Duty cycle: Memory-l00%
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Except for CRTs and some flat CRTs, the
inventioh of a display begins with the pixel. It
must be electronically alterable and reversible.
The contrast ratio must be high, the speed of
response fast, and the power consumption low.
Additionally, it must be operable over a wide
temperature range with long life. It is not im-
portant whether it is an emissive or nonemissive
technique. There are thousands of ways to create
a pixel. Only a few are worthy of pursuit. In
genergl, the pixel must have the following prop-
erties to be suitable forageneral-purpose display
(500 rows by 500 columns):

Refresh (lO0Hz\-}.2Vo
o Discrimination ratio (luminance of on-pixel

to off-pixel at one-third voltage): l0a :1

It is necessary but not sufficient that a pixel
have all these properties. If it does not, then it
may be suitable as a smaller display or special-
purpoie display depending upon the limita-
tions. There are no liquid-crystal materials which
possess all these pixel properties, and there are
no successful 500 by 500Jine LC displays either.
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\ :r there are many successful liquid-crystal dis-
..r applications primarily because of the low
t.er and sunlight readability properties.

1.7 DISPLAY ARRAY

\ Jisplay is simply an array of independently
- , rtrollable pixels. The number of pixels needed
:::'ends upon the application. A minimum of
.:r. 'n pixels is needed for a numeric character.
\ :our-digit watch display would require four
'-:1es seven plus one for the colon, or 29 pixels.
l:e colon is only one pixel if the two colon
: :s are not independent. NTSC (National Tele-
'. iron System Committee) standard commercial
':.Erision requires approximately I 50,000 pixels
3i0 rows by 320 columns) when displayed in

i :rrel array (digital equivalent).
The total pixel count is independent of re-

":sh time, color, etc. The pixel count limits the
'-:al instantaneous information content of the
: . i I u re .

The array is normally organized in rows and
- -.umns. The address of a pixel is defined by its
' . e number and column number, normally
- . .rnting from the upper left-hand corner as
;-,$'n in Fig. l-10. The electronic drive con-
':- ' ls the state of the pixels according to their
. : iress.

In matrix-addressed displays, all the columns
i-': normally addressed in parallel to save time.
l:le complete array is addressed one row at a
'-:re, and the time to address the complete array
-i rhen set by the number of rows multiplied by
'.:e time per row. The rows are kept to a mini-
-:um in order to minimize frame time and
-.arimize duty factor. The duty factor is the
rrcent of the total time spent on each row or
::rel and is therefore the reciprocal of the
-.rmber of rows, a key point. The duty factor
r very critical for slowly responding display
-:.rterial such as in liquid-crystal displays. Liq-
-:J-crystal displays are so slow that only 64 to
It rows can be addressed per frame directly.

ilcwever, the display can be made to have more
::splay rows than it has addressed rows. Tech-
-:ques for doing this are shown in Fig. l-13. In
-'r;rmple Fig. l-13d, every set of four addressed
- ,lumn lines are rotated to appear as row lines.
i:ris complicates the data signal and electrode

INTRODUCTlON 21

lines, but it increases the useful display row lines
by a factor of 4 or more. Since the columns are
addressed in parallel, the number of addressed
column lines is of no consequence, time-wise.

A flat-panel display array is. normally a fixed-
digital set due to its construction; the excep-
tions are the flat-CRT Aiken Tube, the Gabor
Tube, and others that use the scan addressing
techniques which will be discussed in the next
section. The number of rows and columns is
constrained by the electrode configuration. The
number of rows and columns is discrete. To
make the best use of electronic counters in the
electronic drive, and of memory locations in a
picture memory map, the number or rows and
columns is often a power of two, such as 256
rows by 512 columns.

The CRT, Aiken Tube, and Gabor Tube are
analog displays. The pixel locations are defined
by an analog voltage on the vertical and hori-
zontal deflection amplifiers. The display array
is called a raster scanning pattern or Lissajous
pattern. The pixel size, called a spot size (diam-
eter at 50% Iuminance), is principally defined
by the electron beam focus, the video amplifier
bandwidth, and the phosphor light diffusion.
The number of rows and columns possible in a
CRT corresponds to the raster vertical dimen-
sion divided by the spot vertical dimension and
the raster horizontal dimension divided by the
spot horizontal dimension, respectively.

The CRT display phosphor screen is usually
continuous and without electrode definition.
The deflection and video amplifiers are external
to the tube itself. These analog amplifiers can
be adjusted or modified to greatly alter the
pixel size and raster size of a CRT display with-
out changing the tube. This capability is used
in the zoom feature of some commercial TV
sets.

The number of row lines greatly impacts
upon the display media performance require-
ments in the following way:

l. Refresh duty factor is inversely propor-
tional to the number of electronic row
lines, and

2. Prxel contrast ratio is inversely propor-
tional to the number of electronic row
lines.
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Addressed
R ows

Convent iona l  Ar ray
{ A d d r e s s  1 2  b y  6 ; D i s p l a y  1 2

Addressed Co lumns
of  Upper  Set

b y  6 )

\___________Y____-/

Addressed Co lumns
of  Lower  Set

( b )  P a r a l l e l  A r r a y
Two- to -one lncrease in  Row Dwel l  T ime
(Address  2  se ts  o f  6  by  6 ;  D isp lay  12  by  6)

The requirements on the display media can
be reduced if the electronically addressed row
lines can be reduced. The first and obvious
thing is to simply skew the presentation by
increasing the column lines and reducing the
row lines. This distorts the display presentation
and can only be used within limits. The next
step is to reduce the electronic rows without
reducing the displayed rows by using tech-
niques such as those shown in Fig. l-13.

1.7.1 Duty Factor. A display is addressed
or strobed sequentially. The time spent on each
pixel is inversely proportional to the number of

Address Upper Columns, Set

L---__--Y----____

Address Lower Columns, Set

Folded Array
Two-to-One Reduct ion in Addressed Rows
(Address 6bv 12:  Display 12 by 6)

Pixel  P, ,

Spat ia l  Area

Addressed Columns

Addr.rr"d fRows 

t

l a ,

T*T:?I
uooer set 

1_

Addr".r"d I
Rows .l

L"#s" 
I

Add ressed
Rows 3

Fig. l-13. Techniques for reducing row addressing time.

(d)  Distor ted Column Array
Four- to-One Reduct ion in Addressed Rows
(Add ress  3bv  24 ;  D i sp lay  12  by  6 )

pixels and is called the duty factor. For an array
of 500 by 500 the duty factor becomes 4 parts
per million, or .0004%, which is quite small.
Only CRT phosphors and LEDs can operate
satisfactorily with a duty factor this small.

The duty factor can be greatly increased by
using line-at-a-time addressing. That is to say,
a complete row is addressed in parallel, and the
rows are then commutated sequentially. For an
array of 500 by 500 the duty factor becomes 2
parts per thousand, or .2%, which is a signifi-
cant improvement. This is why line-at-a-time
addressing is used whenever it is at all practical
and why the number of addressed rows is kept

=-_ l t l

;l tl
lll
--]

Addressed Columns

j  ,  r r  l . : r : r r : R t
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Most display technologies in combination with
the addressing techniques have a limited dis-
crimination ratio.

1 .8  ADDRESSING

For the uninitiated, the least understood and
most underestimated task in flat-panel displays
is that of addressing the hundreds of thousands
of pixels. It is the single most difficult problem.
The solution chosen has a great impact on the
display cost. The problem is to convert a serial
electrical data sequence into a rectilinear pixel
array in real time.

The success of the CRT is directly attributable
to the simplicity of its scan-addressing technique
used to generate the raster or Lissajous patterns.
Scan addressing is possible because of highly
efficient, fast-responding cathodoluminescent
phosphors. Scan addressing is further unique
and ideal in that it can directly accept data in
real time at video speeds from a single serial
data channel without the need for intermediate
data storage or shift registers.

In flat-panel displays, the addressing problem
is similar in many ways to that in randomly ad-
dressable digital memories and solid-state imag-
ing devices. The cross-coupling anomaly of a
partial selection of nonselected pixels is identi
cal. However, with displays the array must be
of a size appropriate for viewing. It rnust be
planar, with the proper l inearity, size, shape,
and percent active area. The viewing signal-to-
noise ratio and power must be appropriate for
human interpretation. There is no opportunity
for noise fi l tering or error correction once the
information is displayed.

All electronic displays are addressed by one
of five basic techniques as summarized in Table
1-4. Normally, power is applied at the same
time the pixels are addressed. In some flat-panel
displays, the information is applied by one ad-
dressing scheme and the power is applied by
another. The pixelg in the array must effectively
have three or four electrical leads when infor-
mation and power are applied separately.

Addressing becomes more and more difficult
as the humber of pixels in the array becomes
Iarger and larger. A successful addressing solu-
tion 

-for 
an atruy of 64 rows by I28 columns

may not work at all for an array of 128 rows by
128 columns using the same display media. The

reason for this is that the requirements of dis-
crimination ratio (nonlinearity), speed of re-
sponse, duty factor, dwell time, and power
increase in proportion to the number of rows in
the array. Typically, one axis is used for timing
and the other is used for data input. It does not
matter which one is used for which, except that
there is some economy in the overall device if
the smaller of the two is used for timine. For
purpoie,  of  th is  book.  the t iming ax is  I i r ies are
called the rows and the data axis lines are called
the columns. The addressing techniques are dis-
cussed in more detail in Chao. 5.

1.8.1 Direct Addressing. Direct addressing
applies to the hard wiring of each pixel to a
driver amplifier. It is only used with discretes
and a few alphanumeric characters. Direct ad-
dressing becomes unacceptable for five or more
numeric character displays. For example, for
five seven-segment numeric displays with deci-
mal, direct addressing would require 40 leads
plus power return (8 for the seven segments
plus decimal times 5 characters). If an inte-
grated circuit were used to drive the display,
40 pins in the package would be dedicated to
drive the display which greatly impacts the cost
of the integrated circuit. Additional pins would
be required for data-in, clock, and power. With
matrix addressing, the number of leads could be
reduced to 8 for the seven segments and deci-
mal plus 5 for the five characters, making 8
column lines plus 5 row lines for a total of 13
leads. The afiay cafl be visualized as five rows
and eight columns, and would be wired accord-
ingly for matrix addressing. Direct addressing is
sometimes used on large signs where there is
adequate space and large amounts of power are
required.

1.8.2 Scan Addressing. The addressing prob-
lem can best be understood by studying an
array of pixels such as would be required for
a commercial TV picture. There are approxi-
mately 480 rows (controlled by the raster sync
signals) and 320 columns (limited by the video
amplif ier bandwidth) for a total of 153,600
usable addressable pixels in NTSC standard TV.
To use an individual lead as in the direct-ad-
dressing technique would require 153,600 leads.
This is virtually impossible except for a direct-
view display the size of a billboard. Also, the

,: I :r: r-t t" '
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Table 1-4 Classification of All Known Addressing Techniques

Addressing
Technique Name

Typical Pixel
Electrode Number of Amplifiers Display Applications

Direct

Scan

Grid

shift

Matrix

One lead to each pixel
with a common signal
return for power or a
pair ofleads to each
pixel

Each pixel defined by
beam size focused on
continuous screen of
pixel media

Each pixel defined by
the grid hole geom-
ety; one to four grids
typically

Each pixel electrically
connected between
one row channel and
a pair of column leads

Each pixel electronically
connected between
one row lead and one
column lead

Number of rows multiplied
by the number of columns

Four or fewer alphanumeric
characters

One for horizontal scan de-
flection; one for vertical
scan deflection; one for
beam intensity control

Variable, dependent upon
number of grids and sub-
division of each grid but
fewer than in matrix
addressing

Number of rows plus num-
ber of columns divided
typically by four for shift
articulation (assume shift
is along the rows only)

Number of rows plus number
of columns

Cathode-ray tube and some
flat CRT's

Vacuum fluorescence, some
flat CRT's, and some gas
discharge technqiues

Uniquely used with some gas
discharge and plasma panels

Possible with all flat-panel
technologies with high dis-
crimination ratio (large
nonlinearity)

-lE

jJst of completing all the connections, routing
r-l the wires, and assembling all the amplifiers
-s prohibitive. The best technique is scan ad-
::essing, which unfortunately adds depth to the
::splay. Scan addressing is uniquely integral to
:re CRT and to date has not been successfully
:rplied to a flat-panel display except in flat
CRTs.

1.8.3 Grid Addressing. The number of l ine
:rivers in matrix-addressing display arrays is a
srgnificant cost factor. Grid addressing is used
:o reduce the number of line driverseven further
rt the cost of increasing the physical structural
:omplexity. The grids must all be electroded
rnd constructed with holes. The display media
reed not possess a nonlinearity when grid
iddressing is used. However, the media must be
:ensitive to charged particles which can be
,'ontrolled with a grid, such as gas discharge
:riming particles, electrons, or ions. Grid ad-
Jressing does not have the partial-selection
problem that matrix addressing has. Each grid
lttectively adds another electrode to each pixel.
However, the array must be addressed pixel-
rt-a-time or row-at-a-time to prevent direct

cross-coupling as with matrix addressing. The
name "grid" is used because the grid structure
function is analogous to the grid of a triode
vacuum tube.

1.8.4 Shift Addressing. Another way to re-
duce the number of line drivers even further is
with the shift-addressing technique. Typically,
the data are introduced in parallel in all the
columns of one row at the left side of the dis-
play and shifted to the right. The gas-discharge-
controlled switching characteristics are particu-
larly suited for this approach. It is not the
nonlinearity but the gas switching or priming
properties that permit shifting of the input
information. Channels may be constructed along
each column to contain the discharge and pre-
vent column-to-column crosstalk. After a gas
discharge has been started in a gas-filled column
channel, priming particles drift and diffuse
along the column (data) channel to the next
row (timing), lowering its tiring voltage. When
the scanning voltage is applied to a row, the
pixel that has been primed turns on, and the
pixel that has not been primed remains off.
In this manner, the gas discharge can be articu-
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lated along the channel by means of four inter-
laced and interconnected row-line drivers. With
the shift-addressing technique, additional time
is needed to shift the data into the display.
Minimizing columns saves on the number of
amplifiers-minimizing rows saves addressing
time. Here the rows run vertically and the col-
umns run horizontally.

1.8.5 Matrix Addressing. Matrix addressing is
the most commonly used method for f lat-panel
displays. In comparison with direct addressing,
the number of leads is reduced from the product
of the number of rows and columns to the sunr
of the number of rows and columns. The over-
all physical construction is quite simple. How-
ever, the display media must possess a strong
nonlinear characteristic to prevent partial selec-
tion of the nonaddressed pixels, and the array
must be addressed pixel-at-a-time or l ine-at-a-
time to prevent direct cross-coupling. Examples
of display media that inherently possess a strong
nonlinearity found to be most suitable for
matrix addressing are l ight-emitting diodes,
ac thin-fi lm electroluminescence, and gas
discharge.

If the media does not inherently possess
sufficient intrinsic nonlinearity, as for example
with liquid crystallinity and electrochromism,
active electronic components must be added at
each pixel. This has been successfully accom-
plished using transistors and/or diodes. How.
ever, complexity has now been added at each
pixei. The necessary nonlinearity has also been
achieved by introducing another material such
as nonlinear resistor f i lms of ZnO or ferroelec,
tric wafers to act in concert with the display
media to render a net nonlinear response. Mild
nonlinear characteristics are realizable with
liquid-crystal materials, permitting matrix ad-
dressing for small arrays.

When something is added to the display media
to achieve matrix addressability, it provides
"extrinsic matrix addressing." Otherwise it is
simply matrix addressing or intrinsic matrix
addressing. The adjectives "extrinsic" and
"intrinsic" are analogous to extrinsic and intrin-
sic semiconductor materials. An extrinsic semi
conductor is one where a dopant has been added
to get the desired semiconductor properties. An
intrinsic semiconductor inherently has the
desired properties without adding a dopant.

1 .9  D ISPLAY DEVICE DEVELOPMENT

Display device development requires a sustained
effort of advanced technical talent over an ex-
tended period of t ime. The effort requires the
appropriate balance of research, engineering,
manufacturing, marketing, f inance, and manage-
ment. A single organization with a grasp of the
total technical problem, the stabil ity for a pro-
longed development cycle, and the proper blend
of corporate functions is indeed rare.

Moreover, a display is only a component.
Production orders for displays come only after
production of the product using the display has
been committed to. After the display prototype
is released for product application, it takes
three years at a minimum until production
quantit ies are ordered. The reasons for this are
imbedded in corporate annual planning and
budgeting procedures. There are three phases
in new-product development, each of which
takes a significant increase in commitment of
company resources and financial support. The
first year or phase is spent by the company, or
organization responsible for the product, in eval-
uating the display and designing the product and
making breadboards of the product or crit ical
parts of the product. The second year or phase
is spent rnaking several engineering prototypes
meeting functional requirements and evaluating
them internally. The third year or phase is spent
making pilot l ine units to form , f it, and function
for l imited sales and evaluation by product cus-
tomers and users, planning production, anc
making marketing evaluations for prodution
recommendations. Production could commence
the fourth year. The production order for the
display component comes only after the com-
mitment to production and sales have been
made.

The three-or-more-year delay from display
prototype delivery to receipt of production
order is a real negative aspect in any business
plan for display development or in any present-
value analysis or return-on-investment analysis.
If a large investment is needed during the display
prototype phase, the aspect of not getting pro-
duction orders unti l three years after the first
prototypes are delivered turns most investors
away to greener pastures.

The development of a new display technology
is often very long and financially and technically
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i.quence. When this signal is synchronized with
':.e addressing timing signal, the exact row and

. lumn location of the light pen is known, as-
-ning pixel-at-a-time addressing. This tech-

-.. iue is used with raster-addressed CRTs.
Coupling through the display may be done

.:rh a l ight pen. The light pen emitsUV at the
::rropriate wavelength which can be made to
'-:gger the operation of pixels which had been
:r-' i ted up to just below operating threshold.
lris has been demonstrated with EL and GD
:::plays. The electronics detect the extra cur-
-:nt that flows in the corresponding row and
. iumn lines due to the new operating pixel.

2.6.4 Electronics. The electronics are gener-
:.-r organized into several parts, as shown in
: . i. 2-6, all dedicated to the operation of the
. . ; . lay.The e lect ronics contr ibute a larger

..-..rre to the cost of the display system than
: ,es the display panel. Because of the numbers
i:.d power involved, the set of row and column
re drivers is the larsest cost element.
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The heart of the electronic drive is the pro-

cessor or microprocessor which is programmed
to manipulate the data bus, buffer, and mem-
ory. The timing circuit is used to generate a
basic clock signal for all the display operations
and synchronize the enabling of the row drivers.
The memory is used to hold the data in coded
alphanumeric form or in pixel-bit map form.
The data format converts the data out of the
memory and prepares it in parallel form with
the proper timing for the column drivers. The
buffer interfaces the memory to the data line
and strips out any synchronization signal. The
row and column drivers apply a voltage to the
display row and column electrodes.

This description is for a matrix-addressed
panel display. Variations are used for other
types of addressing. For large panels with 512
by 5l2lines, the electronic drive will require l6
MOS chips where each chip can drive 64 lines.
For small displays such as eight-digit numerics,
it may all be done in one custom LSI circuit in
one MOS chip.

In general, matrix-addressed displays have a
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-j 
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Data bus
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large number of row and column lines which
require a large number of pinouts, one for
each line. This necessitates a large number of
leads between the drive electronics and the dis-
play panel which in turn dictates the mounting
of the display drivers next to the display panel
as shown in Fig. 2-7. A small wiring harness is
then used to connect this assembly to the re-
mainder of the electronics.

The connection of all the drivers to all the
row and column lines presents an electronic
packaging problem which has been solved by
one of several approaches, each of which is ex-
pensive and cumbersome. One technique is to
simply mount the driver chips right on the dis-
play and seal them with the display. This tech-
nique makes repair and rework very difficult.
A second approach is to mount the driver chips
in a conventional package, solder the package

to a flexible polyimide-type cable with the ap-
propriately etched circuit fanout which regis-
ters with the display panel electrical leads, and
attach the polyimide flexible circuit to the dis-
play panel by soldering or spring-clamping. A
third approach is to use an elastomeric connec-
tor to connect a conventional circuitboard with
drivers to the display panel. The circuitboard is
aligned and pressed against the display panel
with the elastomeric connector in between.

The elastomeric connector is made of con-
ductive layers of carbon or silver-impregnated
polymer separated by layers of dielectric poly-
mer on approximately 5 mtl (I27 pm) centers.
The conductive layers are arranged to be par-
allel with the electric leads on the display panel
and circuitboard with the conductive plane
perpendicular to the surface. The metal on elas-
tomer (MOE) connector performs in the same
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ROWS

t  r t los

Fig. 5-18. Matrix addressing.

electrodes will not skip to the next AB elec-
trodes, because the priming particles cannot
diffuse that far down the channel before they
recombine. The priming particles are physi-
cally blocked from diffusing from one row to
the next. The role and nature of the priming
particle is discussed in Chap. 10.

The shift-addressing technique uses fewer am-
plifiers than the matrix-addressing technique.
It is simple in construction and ideally suited to
small-to-medium-size numeric gas-discharge dis-
plays. Time is required to shift the image into
the display. Except in scroll mode, the image
cannot be read while it is being written, as it can
with matrix addressing. In the scroll mode, the
data is shifted in slowly. Scrolling of data is
ideal for such applications as tickertape data.

The Self-ScanrM display, formerly manu-
factured by Burroughs, uses the shift technique
to enable each column, and the grid technique
to activate each row. The Self-ScanrM and other
gas-discharge configurations using these basic
techniques are discussed in Chap. 10.

5.3.5 Matrix Addressing. The simplest display
panel structure in flat-panel displays has been
achieved using the matrix technique. The essence
of the matrix-addressing structure is a set of
electrically isolated leads arranged orthogonally,
with a pixel at each intersection. The horizontal
set is called the rows and the vertical set is called
the columns, as shown in Fig. 5-18. A typical

Column E lec t rode:

Row E lec l rodes

EL Phosphor  Le , .

P ixe l  Area

Fig. 5-l 9. Typical flat-panel display construction.

matrix-addressed display structure is shown
Fig. 5-19. This particular structure is used :
electroluminescent displays where the mediu-
is a phosphor.

One-Third-Select. A major difficulty \ ::'
matrix addressing is the sneak circuit, wh:.'
causes a voltage to be applied across all the pi,r.:.
when only one is addressed.e' 10, 1l This pl:,
nomenon will be caTled one-third-select for r.:-
sons which wil l become apparent later. An equ.,
alent circuit for the matirx-addressed displal .
shown in Fig. 5-20. The display material eli.
trical impedance is schematically shown as
resistor. The impedance may be linear or a:
conceivable form of nonlinearity such as hysr':'
esis, diode, or threshold effect. The voltage dr :
across each pixel in the array can be compu:. -
from Kirchhoffs Voltage and Current Laws :
solving electrical network problems.

Before proceeding, it will be appropriate '

briefly review Kirchhoffs Laws.12 The Volt:.-
Law, simply stated, is that the sum of the inst,'
taneous voltage drops around any closed lc
of branches from node to node is equal to ze:
The Current Law, simply stated, is that the su-.
of the current into any node is zero. In Fig.
2l , the nodes are a, b, c, d, and e, and the branci
are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8. The arrows are -
bitrarily assigned to define the polarity. T
voltage drop between nodes a and b is 21.
voltage Z1 is equal to a positive numerical val-
then Vo is more positive than V6. Furthermc:
the current flow is postive in each branch wl .

a
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ELECTROOE

balance of tlre frame time. The slow speed of
response of LC material (30 to 100 ms) is of no
consequence in this type ofaddressing. The dis'
play exhibits neither smear nor flicker at 30
frames per second, even for the faster responding
LC materials.

Column
addressing
electrodes

\

TRANSPAB€NT
CONDUCTIVE
COAIING

Frg. 5-27. LCIPLZT extrinsic matrix-addressing technique.lr
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5.4 DUTY FACTOR

There are two types of duty factors ofinterel
to the display designer and user:

o Addressing
o Pixel dwell
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conductor Front plate

RC Equivalent circuit
of liquid crystal

MOS Capacitor

Common
power
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* *hFig. 5-28. LC/MOS extrinsic matrix-addressing technique.
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Sea l  and  Space r

F i l l e r  H o l e

S e a l

Fig. ll-6. LCD Cross Section: The liquid crystal is contained as the center of a multilayer sandwich. The gla..
substrates are coated on the interior side with In203 transparent electrodes to apply local electric fields (\(:
blow-up of liquid-crystal cavity). A dielectric (blocking) layer and an alignment layer are present on both interi.:
substrate surfaces. Polarizers and a reflector complete the planar structure with perimeter and fill hole se,..
indicated.

l ined in Section l1.l. l . Interference colors a:!
not high-contrast, however, and the colors a:,
not  saturated.  The design of  F ig.  1 l -5 is  n, '
commercially viable. During the late 196r-
and early 1970s several new display geometri. ' ,
were invented. The dynamic scattering mo.:!
(DSM), the dichroic dye mode, the cholesteri,
nematic display, the twisted nematic mode. ri:,
fluorescence-activated display (FLAD), 1..
smectic LCD. and disclination LCDs will ^.

discussed. The majority of the discussion s:
center on the twisted nematic mode sincr' .
is the dominant technology at present.

11.3.1 Dynamic Scat ter ing LCD. Dynan: . -
scattering was invented by Heilmeier, Zanc:..
and Barton and was announced in 1968.3 T: : .
display operates by scattering light at dislo..
tions in a turbulent structure. The precurs.
of the turbulent structure is shown in cross s.'-
t ion in Fig. l l-7. Note the domain pattern .,
opposed to the uniform distortion in Fig. I l-:
The domains are not especially strong scattere:,
but at higher voltages dislocations in the patr::.
produce much stronger scattering. Unft:: ,
nately, the scattering is at small angles. : -

Fig. l l-7. Dynami, S.- '
pendent l iquidcrl::.. rr:
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distortion of wavel!-:i:.' :
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vortices.
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EPD

cesses will not produce good alignment after
exposure to these temperatures, but SiOx
evaporation will work. Thus, most displays
made with frit seals have SiO* alignment, while
epoxy seals usually mean rubbing alignment.

In the early 1970s there was considerable
disagreement over which type of process was
adequate for consumer products. Since then,
more stable liquid-crystal materials have become
available, e.g., biphenyls, cyclohexanes, and
esters, permitting reasonable life in epoxy-sealed
packages. Since the rubbing alignment/epoxy
seal is cheaper, and is capable of multiplex
address, it has become the standard LCD fabri-
cation technique for watch/calculator/game
applications. Displays exposed to more severe
temperature/humidity environments (e.g., for
automobiles) may still require the hermetic
seal of the frit/evaporated alignment process.

11 .3  LCDCONFIGURAT]ONS

Although the electro-optic effect shown in Fig.
l1-5 constitutes a display, it is not a high-
quality one. The molecular reorientation, in
conjunction with external polarizers, produces
interference colors throush the mechanism out-

I  nr0, Electrode Pattern

A l ignment  Layer
Iop  GI3ss

Di f fuse  Ref lec lo r

*Mcasu r ,



Fig. 11-7. Dynamic Scattering Mode: The time-inde-
pendent liquid+rystal stucture which precedes dy-
namic scattering is shown in cross section. A periodic
distortion of wavelength refracts light into a series of
domain lines above and below the sample. The director
pattern is accompanied by an array of antiparalle.
vortices.

forward scattering. The display does not
have wide-angle (large-aperture) viewing when
the sources oflight are restricted to a few direc-
tions. For a comparison of the PCR and DBR of
dynamic scattering displays with other displays,
see Table I l-1. The small-angle scattering
relates to the fact that the liquid-crystal cavity
is restricted to greater than 6 to 8 prm for prac-
tical reasons. Visible light has wavelengths much
smaller than this and therefore cannot be scat-
tered at large angles.

The physics behind the DSM is more compli
cated than for the other displays which operate
in the dielectric/elastic fashion discussed earlier.
The DSM mostly occurs in materials with nega-
tive dielectric anisotropy. In an applied electric
field, one expects that the director will tend to
align perpendrcular to the field. For the homo-
geneous boundary condition in Fig. I l-7, there
is no dielectric torque to tilt the director out of
the electrode plane. The domain structure is
therefore unexpected. Helfrichll was respon-
sible for the model which explains this mode.
He showed how vortex flow in the sample
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could be set up by space charge produced by
the applied electric field. The shear rates in-
volved in the vortex motion produce a torque
on the director via the shear torque interaction
described above. The sign of the torque is such
that the distortion grows above a threshold
voltage. This leads to more space charge which
leads to larger shear rates, etc., until nonlinear-
ities limit the growth. The period of the distor-
tion can be explained by rigorously solving the
two-dimensional boundary value problem.12

Dynamic scattering has a threshold voltage
of approximately 6 V and operates well at volt-
ages over 10 V. Space charge is essential to the
device, and the pure liquid is doped with ionic
salts to provide the conductivity. Since the volt-
age and current requirements are larger for the
DSM than for the field effect in Fig. ll-5, the
power necessary to operate DSM is two orders
of magnitude greater than for a field effect.

11.3.2 Dichroic Dye LCD. In 1968 the
workers at RCA announced another liquid-
crystal display, the dichroic dye display.a This
is an absorbing rather than a scattering mode.
It takes advantage of the fact that dye molecules
will align parallel to the director when dissolved
in a liquid crystal. Thus, the name guest-host
display has also been used. For this display to
work, the dye must be dichroic. The absorption
coefficient of the dye depends on whether the
electric field of the incident light is aligned
parallel or perpendicular to the long axis of the
dye. Typically, the absorption constant parallel
to the axis is much greater than the perpen-
dicular constant. Consider the liquid-crystal
orientation of Fig. ll-5 with a dye dissolved
in the liquid crystal. In the off state, the dye

*t *
l 1 rJ

*

Table 11-1. Non-emitting Display Comparison

Display
Angle

PCR* DBR* Dependence Vor,
Powet or

Chargelcmz

TN/LCD
DSM/LCD

DYE/LCD
ECD
EPD

6-8 0.25
5 0.5

4 0.s
5 0.8
5 0.6s

Significant
Very

significant
Small
Small
Small

3 VRMS 0.5 pW
12 VRMS 10.0 pW

10 VRMS 2.0 pW
2 V d c  5 . 0 m C
50 V dc 0.1 pC

*Measured at best viewing angle, typical data for room ambients,
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will absorb incident unpolarized light, i.e., the
components with electric field parallel to the
director will be absorbed. In the on state, this
absorption will be less. Since light polarized
perpendicular to the plane of the figure will not
be absorbed, however, such a display would
have an unacceptably low contrast. The con-
trast can be enhanced by the use of a single
polarizer which is oriented so that it absorbs
light polarized perpendicular to the dye in the
liquid crystal.

As originally proposed, the dichroic dye dis-
play did not meet with much commercial suc-
cess. The appearance of the display is whitishl
gray characters on a colored background. This
contrast arrangement has not met with con.
sumer acceptance for watch/calculator appli.
cation due to the fact that the majority of the
display is dark. Also, there was a problem getting
dyes to order sufficiently well in the liquid-
crystal matrix so that the on state really did
not absorb. Another problem was obtaining
sufficient solubility so that the off state really
did absorb. Before these problems were solved.
another mode was invented that solved these
problems by using two polarizers: the twisted
nematic. Nevertheless, the problems have con-
tinued to receive agreat deal ofattentionduring
the late 1970s and early 1980s, and displays
are beginning to be marketed using a variation
on the dichroic dye mode to be discussed below.

11.3.3 Cholesteric-Nematic LCD. The choles-
teric-nematic phase change display takes advan-
tage of the fact that an applied electric field in
a positive dielectric anisotropy cholesteric will
change the strongly scattering state of zero ap-
plied field into a clear state at high field. The scat-
tering "off" state results from a homeotropic
surface orientation which in turn forces the
helix axis to lie in the display plane. Since the
helix axis orientation can point in random
directions in the plane, a complicated "finger-
print" pattern results. The term fingerprint is
used because the disclinations have a finger-
print appearance. This condition results when
the cholesteric pitch is much less than the cavity
spacing. This pattern also scatters light and does
it considerably more effectively than dynamic
scattering. When the electric field is applied,

the scattering sites gradually disappear as the
nematic phase is induced. At high enough
voltage, the texture is completely homeotropic.
While the scattering is stronger for the choles-
teric-nematic phase transformation, this comes
at the cost of considerably higher fields neces-
sary to switch the device. Voltages are 2X to
lOX greater than for a nematic field effect.
This is because the formulas describing the elec-
tric-field effects have an additional length, the
pitch of the helix p in addition to the dimen-
sion of the cavity. The elastic energy is much
higher since p11d while the voltage is still
applied across the cavity width so the electric
field remains the same. This leads to higher
threshold voltages, an undesirable feature. In
addition, the general preference for an absorbing
display has limited the commercial application
of this display. For other cholesteric displays
see References 14 to 17.

White and Taylorr8 rcalized that the choles-
teric structure could be combined with the
guest-host concept to produce a dye displal
which would not need a polarizer as in the old
RCA geometry.a The electromagnetic normal
modes in a cholesteric are different than for a
nematic, and this leads to the absorption of all
the light even though the dye molecules are still
parallel to the host molecular axis. The display
still has a white-on-color format. The fact thar
polarizers are not needed makes this displar
attractive for harsh temperature application.
e.g., automobiles. There are sti l l  problems
in achieving sufficiently large values of the
order parameter S, in achieving sufficienl
solubility, and in the lack of significant mulri-
plex capability.

11.3.4 Deformation of Aligned-Phase LCD. Ir.
l97l Schiekel and Fahrenschonle reported "
two-polarizer display which uses a nemalii
material and a homeotropic-type boundary con-
dition. The deformation of aligned phase (DAP,
mode requires a negative dielectric anisotrop\
material. The director is initially oriented hr'-
meotropically and is tilted perpendicular to th:
applied electric f ield as shownin Fig.l l-8. Dr-
namic scattering is avoided by operating at a frc'.
quency above the space-charge relaxation frc'.
quency, requiring the use of exceedingly pur<
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Fig. ll-8. DAP Field Effect: The DAP geometry is
shown in cross section. The initial homeotropic align-
ment is distorted into a uniform bend pattern by the
electric field/negative dielectric anisotropy torque.

materials. When the sample is placed between
crossed polarizers, it does not transmit light in
the off state. When the voltage is applied, the
molecules tilt and light is transmitted. Unfortu-
nately, this does not work out to be a high-con-
trast display when viewed in reflection in ambi-
ent light. If the display is viewed in transmission
with coll imated l ight, i.e., a very narrow viewing
angle, a more satisfactory display is produced.
The electro-optic threshold characteristics of
the DAP effect tends to be very sharp, and this
has important flat-panel advantages as will be
discussed below.

11.3.5 Twisted Nematic LCD. In 1970 two
groups,s'6 lndependently developed a two-
polarizer display which has become the over-
whelming success in LCD technology. As the
name twisted nematic implies, the display
geometry produces a 90-degree twist in a ne-
matic material, as shown in Fig. I l-9. The twist
results from homogeneous boundary conditions
on the two surfaces being oriented at 90 degrees
to each other. The electromagnetic modes of
this inhomogeneous birefringent material are
quite complex. For a particular twist pitch
and birefringence range, however, visible light
is transmitted through the material in a unique
manner. If the light is incident on the sample
polarized either parallel or perpendicular to
the director at the surface, the light is rotated
90 degrees and emerges plane-polarized from
the opposite side. The reader is warned that this
is a unique behavior and does not yield to typ-
ical birefringent analysis. The key is that the
birefringent axis is constantly changing in
space.
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Iop S ubslrate

Bottom 5 ubstrate

Fig. l1-9. The Twist Structure: The twisted nematic
structure is produced by surface alignment layersbeing
twisted by 90 degrees with respect to each other. The
director pattern is a uniformly twisted structure as
shown. This give rise to a twisted birefringent material-
a structure unique to liquid crystals. The alignment is
homogeneous with a slight tilt to insure that the mol-
ecules all turn in the same direction above threshold.

The display contains crossed polarizers

which are aligned with the alignment axis (see

Fig. 11-10). Ambient l ight incident on the dis-

play is polarized by the first polarizer and then

is twisted 90 degrees by the twisted nematic.

Electr ic Field rotates
molecules so that the
l igh t  s t r i k ing  the
lower Polari ier i t  Reflected
absorbed. Llgnl

Uppe r  Po la r i ze r

S p i r a l  S t a i r s
of  f i4olecules

Lower Polar izer

lvli r ro r

Fig. ll-10. The Twisted Nematic LCD: The result of
the twisted nematic structure cornbined with crossed
polarizers is shown in cross section. In the field-free
region, the polarized light incident on the liquid crystal
is twisted to a gray off state. Where the voltage is over
threshold, the twist structure is destroyed. The initial
polarized light is absorbed by the bottom polarizer,
and the on state is dark.
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Fig. l1-ll. Electro-optic Response: The transmission of a collimated light beam at an angle 0 relative to the
normal of a twisted nematic display is plotted as a function of the applied voltage. Note that the lowest voltage
at which transmission begins to decrease for a given d rises as 0 decreases. This can be understood by realizing
that the transmission is minimum in an angular region around the director orientation at the center of the cell.
As the director tilts up, the transmission decreases at larger values of d, (not same d as in 11.5).
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The light emergitlg from the liquid crystal is now
incident on the second polarizer in an orientation
such that the light is not absorbed. It travels to
the mirror, is reflected, and passes again through
the whole system with little attenuation. When
a voltage is applied, the director tilts up, thereby
undoing the twist structure. When the polarized
light now propagates through the liquid crystal,
it is not twisted and therefore isabsorbedbythe
second crossed polarizer. The appearance ofthe
display is dark segments on a metallic gray field,
i.e., correct for easy observation. The mode is a
nematic field effect and so operates at low volt-
age and very low power. The transmission of a
twisted nematic display as a function of voltage
and angle of view from the normal is shown in
Fig. I l-l l. Note that the viewing angle does in-
fluence the electro-optic characteristic. Even so,
the field of view of the twisted nematic display
is considerably larger than DSM, and its contrast
is equal to or better than dichroic dye displays.
For these reasons, the twisted nematic display
has found wide consumer acceptance and in the
early 1980s was manufactured at running rates
exceeding 10 M per month worldwide.

11.3.6 Fluorescent LCD. As useful as the
twisted nematic LCD is, it is better described as
functional rather than attractive. The loss in
brightness associated with the polarizers gives a

generally dull appearance. One way to increase
the apparent brightnes of a display is to back-
light it. ln 1977 Baur and Greubel2o announced
a particularly ingenious method of collecting am-
bient light and directing it through a twisted
nematic display. They called it the fluorescence-
activated display (FLAD). A cross-section dia-
gram of the display systemis shownin Fig. I l-12.
The twisted nematic part of the structure is simi-
lar to that in Fig. I l-10 with the exception that
the polarizers are parallel rather than crossed.
When the display is on, one sees through the acti-
vated segments to the fluorescent plastic behind
the display. Since the plastic can be quite thin.
the display system remains flat.

The key to the FLAD is the fluorescent dye
contained in the plastic. The dye absorbs light
in the blue end of the spectrum and re-emits the
light at longer wavelengths. By using the right
dye in the plastic, energy in the blue (where the
eye is not sensitive) is converted into energy in
the green or orange, where the eye is very sensi-
tive. The re-emitted light is radiated uniformll-
over a 4n steradian solid angle, and so most gets
trapped in the plastic light pipe. It travels to the
end of the substrate or surface defects, where it
escapes. This results in a large brightness gain.
The effect is already used commercially in drafts-
men's drawing triangles. In the FLAD applica-
tion, the plastic is grooved to spoil the total in-
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Fig. ll-17, Thin-Film Transistor Extrinsic Matrix: An array of transistors is fabricated on glass using thin film
technology. The substrate is cheap, can be made "arbitrarily" large, and is transparent. Again, there is an actirc
element for each pixel, and lhe x-y atray addresses the transistors rather than the liquid crystal.
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to be followed. Note that the ultimate TFT (or
bulk silicon) display could include shift registers
to address the 2N leads in the N2 pixel array.
This would mean a few interconnections to the
display instead of the 500 or more connections
needed for a standard x-y matrix. For very large
information content at reasonable cost, this in-
tegration will be essential.

11.5.4 Bulk Sil icon Addressing. The best un-
derstood semiconductor material is. of course.
silicon. This makes the material a natural for
active matrix addressing. There has been a great
deal of work invested in R&D on this technology
with outstanding technical success.sa-s7 The
basic pixel memory element for bulk silicon and
TFT devices are very similar, although the pro-
cessing methods are obviously different. The
details of both processes are, naturally, closely
held secrets. It is reasonable to assume that the
design rules for the MOS devices are different
from standard LSI design rules. In display tech-
nology the silicon process must produce avery

high yield (> 99,1%) of relatively simple transis-
tor structures over an area the size of the whole
slice. In LSI fabrication, very complex structures
are fabricated, and low yields can often be toler-
ated due to the small size of the finished device
and its high functionality.

The use of silicon as one substrate for a liquid-
crystal display means that the display mode use.:
cannot have a rear polarizer, e.g., dynamic scal-
tering, or a dye display. It also means that largc..
area displays must be fabricated from a numbe:
of silicon slices which were at 100-mm size in
standard production in the early 1980s. A pi;.
ture of a video display built at Hughes is sho*:-
in Fig. 11-18. The 2.5-inch-diagonal display hr'
30,625 elements. The display can be run at vide,
frame rates and, obviously, is approaching tl',:
resolution necessary for television (black-an;.
white). Defect-free devices have been reporrej
using silicon transistors, while TFT devices a::
not as far advanced. Recently Matsushitas6 an:
ToshibasT have shown a prototype portable T\
using the bulk silicon to address the dynam:-

Sou rce
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Fig, ll-18. Silicon Extrinsic Matrix: An array of transistors is fabricated on a single-crystal silicon wafer. The
circuitry is similar to the TFT design with the liquid crystal in contact with the transistors. Silicon transistor
action is much better understood and more reliable that TFT operation, but the substrate is opaque, expensive,
and limited in area. An example of a picture displayed on a Hughes array is also shown. (John Gunther)

CAP IELEMENT STORAGE)

scattering mode. Suwa Seikoshass (Epson) has
developed a portable TV with bulk silicon ad-
dressing the dye mode LCD. Daini Seikoshase
has integrated shift registers on the edge ofthe
bulk silicon array to solve the large number of
interconnects to the 2N leads from a simole
N X N arrav.

From the large amount of work going on with
bulk silicon addressing of LCDs, especially in
Japan, it is reasonable to forecast portable LCD
TVs becoming available commercially in the mid
1980s. Whether they gain wide acceptance, how-
ever, depends on two problems this approach
seems to have generically. First of all, the limited
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